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NEW QUESTION: 1
A customer wants to use the Desktop Assistant for a target
application that does not offer reliable re- recognition on
object level. Which content types can still be offered? Note:
There are 2 correct answers to this question.
A. Highlights around text input fields
B. Page-based context help bubbles
C. Interactive guided tours
D. Guided tours with bubbles pointing to controls
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Ensuring that activities performed by outsourcing providers
comply with information security policies can BEST be
accomplished through the use of:

A. independent audits.
B. service level agreements.
C. explicit contract language.
D. local regulations.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
When configuring an LDAP Group object, which option should you
select if you do NOT want the gateway to reference the groups
defined on the LDAP server for authentication purposes?
A. Only Group in Branch
B. OU Accept and select appropriate domain
C. Group Agnostic
D. Only Sub Tree
Answer: D
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